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Stronger
Mary J. Blige

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     Mary J Blige - Stronger
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Dami (Dee Ay)
Email: dademidun@gmail.com

Tuning: Standard
Guitar Type: Acoustic

Chords you will need: Am Cmaj13 Em Dsus4 D G
Strumming Pattern: Can be best heard and replicated from the intro of the song,
before 
the opening verse start.

Intro: Am Cmaj13 Em Dsus4 D
      Am
We ve been through the storm
      Cmaj13
We ve been through it all
   Em
We had some close calls
    Dsus4       D
But never would fall

   Am
We climbed all the mountains
       Cmaj13
Walked through all the valleys
    Em                Dsus4 D
And you never left me behind

  Am                       Cmaj13
I found my way through the clouds
        Cmaj13                        Dsus4 D
No more runnin  scared and closing my eyes, oh

Am                   Cmaj13
I will be true, this love from my heart
    Em                    Dsus4 D
I m laying my life on the line

    Am        Cmaj13
Oh, I will survive
   Em                     Dsus4 D
As long as it s you by my side
Am        Cmaj13
I will survive



   Em                     Dsus4 D
As long as it s you by my side

    Am        Cmaj13    Em     G
I m stronger, stronger, stronger
    Am        Cmaj13    Em     G
I m stronger, stronger, stronger

     Am
They said we wouldn t make it
    Cmaj13
But guess what, we made it
    Em                    Dsus4 D
And we got them wondering how

Am
You were always for me
Cmaj13
Never been the one to hurt me
Em                   Dsus4 D
You gave me peace of mind

***From this point, the song chords/strumming pattern is consistent with the
above 
patterns given. Here are the rest of the lyrics, enjoy/play accordingly.
Cheers!***

I found my way through the clouds
No more runnin  scared and closing my eyes, oh
I will be true, this love from my heart
I m laying my life on the line

Oh, I will survive
As long as it s you by my side
I will survive
As long as it s you by my side

I m stronger, stronger, stronger
I m stronger, stronger, stronger

Sometimes I can t believe
That you are with me
There s nobody lucky as me

So I get on my knees
To make sure that He
Knows that I m grateful
For what He gave me



I will survive
I will survive
As long as it s you by my side
I will survive
I will survive

I m stronger, stronger
I m stronger, stronger

I m stronger, stronger
I will survive


